Message from the Chair

Dear Friends of the Foundation,

I am excited to begin my term as Chair of The Actuarial Foundation's Board of Trustees and grateful to follow in the footsteps of my esteemed colleague, Jeffrey Johnson. Jeff has long been a strong advocate for the Foundation and just chaired the organization through another year of many successes.

A significant exercise for the organization this year is the creation of a new strategic plan. We have formed a special committee of senior volunteers to lead this critical initiative. Their work will continue in the coming months and culminate with a thoughtful, informed, and impactful strategic plan for the future of the organization.

The strategic plan will consider the wide range of stakeholders we have, including staff, volunteers, donors, corporate supporters, university partners, and others interested in helping young people achieve brighter futures in STEM careers. This most definitely includes YOU!

I invite you to share your thoughts on the Foundation's mission, programs, volunteer opportunities, or related topics by sending an email to BoardChair@actfnd.org. I am eager to hear your ideas and feedback.

I appreciate your commitment to our mission and look forward to continuing our work together to enrich and empower our leaders of tomorrow through math success today.

With gratitude,

Andy Ferris, FSA, MAAA, CFA
Changing Lives with Math Education

EDUCATION

Team Space Junk wins 2023 Modeling the Future Challenge
The 2023 Modeling the Future Challenge winner, Julia Hudson, took space to the next level in her project! Her one-person team, Space Junk, studied the Kessler Syndrome - a hypothetical scenario in which collisions between the debris and satellite in low-earth orbit could lead to the destruction of the orbital environment. In her video, Julia talks about her incredible experience during the competition, the impact her actuary mentor had on her project, and the community of like-minded students. Check it out - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7IK664FV_c

Hardest Math Problem Winners Announced
Produced with educational partner Scholastic and generously supported by the New York Life Foundation, the Hardest Math Problem Student Contest gives middle school students a chance to show off their math and writing skills and gives them exposure to real-world math problems.

This year, for the first time, the contest combined math and science with the topic of food insecurity in the United States. Over 5,270 students in grades 6-8 participated in Challenge 1 of the contest which featured fun, challenging story problems and engaging characters. Those who answered correctly moved on to Challenge 2.

Congratulations to grand-prize winners Lillian, Christina and Lucia, who each won a $5,000 deposit to a 529 savings plan and a laptop! Hats off to our runners-up Callen, Xavier, and Andrew, who each received a tablet computer.

Look for an update on the 2024 Hardest Math Problem Student Contest in the fall.

2023 Huntington Scholarship Recipients
Ten outstanding college seniors have been selected to receive the 2023 Curtis E. Huntington Memorial Scholarship. Students must be nominated by a professor and have successfully completed at least one actuarial exam. Congratulations future actuaries!

Samishka Padiyar Temple University
Hyun Chang Yoo University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Nicholas Zonarich Elizabethtown College
Chad Stein Penn State University
Hannah Rowe University of Michigan
Celeste Trevino Drake University
David Ramdeen St. John’s University
Gavin Campbell Saint Joseph’s University
Benjamin Leisher Milwaukee School of Engineering
Jacob Stebbins Cornell University

THE ACTUARIAL FOUNDATION IS A JOINT EFFORT
Since 2004, The Actuarial Foundation has received unwavering support from the U.S. actuarial organizations. Their trust and dedication to the Foundation’s mission are key elements to our continued growth and success as the philanthropy for actuaries in the United States.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES
Objective, Independent, Effective™
ASEA American Society of Enrolled Actuaries
CAS Expertise, Insight. Solutions.
CCA Conference of Consulting Actuaries
SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Scholarship Recipients Express Gratitude

Our Actuarial Diversity Scholarship and STEM Stars Actuarial Scholars Program recipients appreciate your contributions for these programs that provide vital support to help them achieve their goal to become actuaries.

Thank you so much for your continued guidance and support. It is because of actuarial programs like this scholarship and STEM Stars that I have found my academic niche. Being an actuary isn’t a common profession in high school counselor handouts, and I am very thankful for the support, information, and mentorship I have found through the Actuarial Foundation to support me along my journey. It is your generosity that has opened the doors to an entire profession centered around the very things I love: math, computer science, and algorithmic optimization. Thank you for making this opportunity possible, you are truly changing the lives of young students like me! – Ava Brown

As a student studying to become an actuarial scientist, I want to thank you for your generosity. I was awarded the Actuarial Diversity Scholarship last year, and I hope to be a recipient, again, as it played a crucial role in my ability to attend Texas A&M University. I appreciate you for investing in not only me but the next generation of actuaries.

– Isaac Klein

Thank you so much for the award! It has relieved so much stress for me and my family, and it has allowed me to work harder towards my goals! – Leslie Coreas

FUNDRAISING

Formula 2023 Virtual Gala – It’s a Wrap!

A huge shout out to all those who joined us on May 11 for our Formula 2023 Virtual Gala: Multiplying the Power of Math & Diversity. From our fabulous Keynote Speaker, Danica McKellar, and guest speakers to our attendees and donors, everyone brought enthusiasm and excitement to the event and to our mission and impact.

Your generosity will support our math and financial literacy tutoring, competition, and scholarship programs ensuring that young people across the country have the math skills and confidence to succeed in life and careers.

Special thanks to the generous sponsors who helped make this event a success!

Save the Date

MAY 9 | FORMULA 2024 VIRTUAL GALA

Help us celebrate 30 Years!

Be sure to read the inserted letter to find out one of the ways your contributions are impacting students across the country.
Welcome to the Foundation’s New Trustees
The Actuarial Foundation welcomes its new Board of Trustee volunteers, each of whom began their three-year terms June 1, 2023. We are honored to have the dedication and expertise of these individuals working on behalf of the profession through the efforts of The Actuarial Foundation.

My father was an actuary and my mother was a math teacher. I have seen firsthand the positive impact a career in mathematics can have on families and on the community. I am very excited and proud to contribute to the amazing work the Foundation is doing to promote math education and financial literacy as well as raising awareness of careers in mathematics.

Craig Buck, FSA, MAAA
Managing Principal
Insurance and Actuarial Advisory Services
Ernst & Young LLP

“I have dedicated my career to the insurance industry as an actuary. I am honored to be chosen to serve on The Actuarial Foundation Board of Trustees and to give back to this profession by building for its future.”

Travis Lappe, FCAS
VP, Actuarial & Analytics I, Business Insurance Loss Analytics & Reserving

“I am excited to serve on The Actuarial Foundation’s Board of Trustees. I feel very fortunate to have found the actuarial profession, and I am excited for the opportunity to help students find a path to careers in math and business.”

Kassie Maroney, FSA, MAAA
Chief Actuary
Health Care Service Corporation

“Math and financial literacy are foundational to how people successfully navigate society. I love how the Actuarial Foundation leverages the math abilities of our actuarial community to bridge this educational gap, particularly for under represented populations. I am excited to help drive this strategy to better society.”

Lela Patrik, FCAS, MAAA
Principal, Risk Modeling Services
PwC LLP

“Throughout my three years volunteering on The Actuarial Foundation’s Risk Management Committee, I have seen the positive impact from the great work being done by the Foundation. I’m excited for this opportunity to expand my role as a member of the Board of Trustees and help support programs to provide math education and financial literacy to a diverse group of students.”

Steve Rominske, FCAS, CERA, MAAA, AU, CPCU
Retired

“Education is and will continue to be the difference-maker in the future for our youth. I love the fact that The Actuarial Foundation is investing in and supporting the educational journey of young people across the spectrum... from foundational mathematics in middle school; to financial literacy and math excellence in high school; and to advanced actuarial study for college students. As a trustee, I hope to contribute to TAF’s important mission.”

Rich Veys, Esq.
General Counsel, Society of Actuaries
Retired

Elizabeth Sander, FCAS, MAAA
Executive Vice President & Chief Actuary
Odyssey Reinsurance Company
Thank you to all our donors, corporate supporters, volunteers, and supporting organizations for your commitment to strengthening math skills through our exciting and innovative programs and resources. We couldn’t do it without you!
Creating Brighter Futures With Math

Corporate and Foundation partnerships help us develop and provide math education and financial literacy resources, fund scholarships, and promote lifelong math education. Thanks to all of the companies and foundations below whose support makes our work possible.

Corporate Supporters (June 2022 – June 2023)

**Innovator - $250,000+**
*New York Life Foundation Society of Actuaries

**Discoverer - $100,000+**
American Academy of Actuaries
Casualty Actuarial Society
*Milliman, Inc.
Principal® Foundation

**Pioneer - $50,000+**
Arch Capital Group Ltd.
Casualty Actuarial Society
Discoverer - $100,000+
Travelers Foundation

**Pathfinder - $25,000+**
3M
American Society of Enrolled Actuaries (ASAE)
Athena
CNA
Corebridge Financial
Crum & Forster
Ernst & Young
Global Atlantic Financial Company
Lincoln Financial Group
Odyssey Group
Principal
Oliver Wyman Actuarial Consulting, Inc.
The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company
State Farm®

**Pacesetter - $10,000+**
Allstate Insurance Company
*Amica Charitable Foundation
CNO Financial Group
Conference of Consulting Actuaries
Deloitte
Intact Insurance Specialty Solutions
New York Life Insurance Company
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Pacific Life Foundation
Prudential Financial
PwC LLP
*Rudd and Wisdom
Securian Financial
The Hartford
The Terry Group
Trustmark Foundation
UNUM
Zenith Insurance Company

**Builder - $5,000+**
Buck
Casualty Actuaries of New England
Diversified Search Group
F & G
Gen Re

**Builder - $5,000+**
KPMG
Pinnacle Actuarial Resources, Inc.
Securian Foundation
Swiss Re
The Bannow-Larson Foundation
Tokio Marine HCC
UnitedHealth Group
Zurich North America

**Ambassador - $2,500+**
Aetna, a CVS Health Company
Atlantic Recruiting Group
EMC Foundation
Gabriel Roeder Smith & Co
Global Atlantic - Des Moines
Gravoc
Koffie Insurance
SCOR Global Life Americas
Verisk Analytics

**Advocate - $1,000+**
Actuaries Club of Hartford & Springfield

**Planner - $500+**
Actuarial Resources Corporation of Georgia
American Agricultural Insurance Co
Church Mutual Insurance Co
Select Actuarial Services

*indicates multi-year commitment

---

The Actuarial Foundation

2023-2024 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Andy Ferris, Chair
Sharon Robinson, Chair-elect
Anand Khare, Secretary/Treasurer
Jeffrey Johnson, Immediate Past Chair
Nora Benanti
Craig Buck
Andrea Christopherson
Kelly Cusick
Alex DeWitt
Cynthia Edwalds
Steve Eisenstein
Jeremy Engdahl-Johnson
Emily Gingrich
Olga Jacobs
Richard Jones
Travis Lappe
Ted Lyle
Kassie Maroney
Jerry Mingione
Cande Olsen
Nadine Orloff
Lela Patrik
Steven Rominske
Elizabeth Sander
Eric Sherman
Joanne Spalla
Richard Veys
Steve White
Chad Wischmeyer

2023-2024 EMERITUS TRUSTEES

Robert A. Anker
Ronald Bachman
Craig M. Baldwin
Edward W. Bales
Albert J Beer
Paul Braithwaite
Cecil Bykerk
Suzanne Chapa
Pamela Cone
Robert F. Conger
Thomas R. Corcoran
Michael J. Corey
Kevin Cormier
A. David Cummings
Richard de Haan
Robert V Deutsch
Brian M. Donlan
John W. Ehrhardt
David J Fishbaum
Douglas A. French
Michael Fusco
Roy Goldman
Jacques Goulet, Jr.
Patricia Guinn
Sam Guttermann
Maureen Hager
Sarah J. Hamid
Curtis D. Hamilton
Jane L Hamrick
David G. Hartman
Barry Jacobson
Gary R. Josephson
Joseph Kelly
Jessica Leong
Joseph J. Leube
Warren R. Luckner
Tonya B Manning
Michael McLaughlin
Cynthia S. Miller
Kathleen C Odomirok
Kathy A Olcese
Art V. Panighetti
Lisa M. Pawlowski
Anna M. Rappaport
Margaret Resce Milkint
Rodney R. Rohda
Charles E Rohm
Patricia Rotello
Walter S. Rugland
David K. Sandberg
Steven Schreiber
John J Schubert
Carol Sears
Frederick J. Sievert
Clark E. Slipper
Michael S. Smith
Robert W. Stein
Thomas C. Sutton
Dorn Swerdlin
Patricia A Teufel
Kevin Thompson
James A. Tilley
Dewayne Ullsperger
Michael Wacek
Mavis A. Walters
Susan E. Witcraft
Greig Woodring
Dale H. Yamamoto
Benjamin Ybarra
Amanda Young

---
Meet Princess & Majesty

A Math Motivators Success Story

Dear Friend,

As you know, at The Actuarial Foundation, we are committed to helping young people reach their potential in math. Higher levels of math proficiency mean a higher quality of life, personally and professionally. Through our Math Motivators Tutoring Program, we work to ensure EVERY young person has the tools they need to succeed. **As we prepare for the new academic year, we invite you to invest in the futures of the students we serve.** Let’s make sure they go back to school ready for success!

Two of the over 1,500 students you’ll be championing, Princess and Majesty, are exceptionally gifted sisters. In 2021 both sisters were placed in accelerated courses; however, soon after that, both began experiencing struggles in math. Princess was in danger of failing, and Majesty was going unchallenged. According to their mother, Shernett:

*Princess always used to struggle with math. She was highly motivated, but her math brain hadn’t turned on. We watched her work for hours, crying because she couldn’t do it by herself.*
Majesty never struggled in math that way, but she had her own issue. She would do everything they asked of her in class, but she was never challenged. It wasn’t enough.

Shernett and her husband tried everything they could find to help their daughters, including stretching their budget to pay for private tutors. Yet the girls didn’t see the improvement they knew themselves capable of. That’s when they learned of the Math Motivators tutoring program.

Once Princess joined, I could just see the confidence building. We started in November, and by the time we reached the end of the school year, her final grade was a B+. So going from failing her midterm to a final grade of B+ and being confident and just being happy. She would come home and say things like, yes, Mom; I killed it! Just being excited about doing the work. She got that from being in the program.

And For Majesty, with the support of Math Motivators, the most important thing was that she had someone who believed in her. She was in an advanced class and had just started at a private school which was a little ahead. Her tutor really pushed her, and also believed in her, and supported her every step of the way. And even though she’s working hard, she’s still having fun.

When asked how her confidence in math has changed since starting to work with Math Motivators, Princess replied, “Oh, I can do anything in math!” Thanks to the generosity of our donors and volunteers, thousands of young people now feel like they, too, can do anything in math!

Please make a financial contribution today to help us continue serving tomorrow’s leaders in pursuit of a brighter future by visiting actuorialfoundation.org/back-to-school or returning your gift with the included pledge card and return envelope. We are grateful for your support and look forward to sharing your donation’s impact.

And if all that wasn’t incentive enough, Dave Hartman, Emeritus Trustee, has, again, agreed to match campaign contributions up to a total of $10,000! Let’s all answer Dave’s challenge!

Thank you for your continued generosity.

Jason Leppin, CFRE
Executive Director
The Actuarial Foundation